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chalte chalte is a 2003 indian bollywood film starring anil kapoor, tina agnihotri and arjun rampal. it was
directed by joshiy and produced by gulshan sachdev & mahesh bhatt. the film is a loose remake of the 1999

u.s. film city of angels. in this movie, anil kapoor plays the role of raj kumar, a romantic guy, who left his
home to start his life somewhere else. there, he meets meera chopra (tina agnihotri) and instantly falls in

love with her. meera, however, is already in love with a guy called rahul, who is interested in her only if she
becomes a model for a fashion show, and her affluent father, a rich businessman, is interested in rahul only

if he becomes a drug lord. at the same time, meera's parents are being blackmailed by a fraud, and only
she can help them out of the trouble. as the story unfolds, the couple is torn apart, the father kills the fraud,
and rahul ends up being murdered by some people. anil and meera, meanwhile, get to know about this, and
the former gets captured for his involvement. also starring are kunal khemu, deepak shirke, ashutosh rana,

bhawana and raj babbar. the film is in its later phases of completion, and has been shown to certain film
festivals. chalte chalte (2003) hindi full movie. chalte chalte hindi film rides on. you can watch chalte chalte
full movie hindi 720p free online, all you need to do is to click on the “play” button and you're done. chalte
chalte full movie videos.chalte chalte full movie hd 720p. the film, chalte chalte (2003) hindi full movie hd
720p download, 722 mb bluray is a hindi story about bhawana, a young married woman who is having a
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